
March – Compliance Call Notes

 Blocked Identity = CIR has updated their policy on account that flag in the system for BLOCKED IDENEITY…
if an account or client flags in the system for a block on their social security number, CIR will no longer require
the form/disclosure to be complete to continue the account opening process. Instead they will send you an
email letting you know about the alert on the account and it will be YOUR job to inform the client.   Please make
sure you keep thorough notes on this communication with your clients.

 Fund Restrictions = fund restrictions STILL apply to all funds traded on the Wealthport Platform.  Just
because there are no trading costs, doesn’t mean the fund company’s “parameters” don’t apply.  If you occur a
CDSC charge because of this, you will be required to get a switch letter from the client, even if the assets or held
in a discretionary account.

 Checks = checks that are being deposited into National/FCCS account at CIR, need to be made payable to NFS

 eFaxes = IF you receive faxes directly into your Smarsh approved email inbox (as an attachment), then the fax
itself doesn’t need to be added into your monthly/weekly correspondence.

 C-Share = there are a lot of changes that are happening with C-share investments… IF your office is affected,
then John or Stacey will be reaching out.

 Email = make sure you are including ECRYPT or SECURE in the subject line of ANY email that has non-public
information in it… the system does not automatically encrypt your emails, just because you have encryption on
them.

FINRA:
 Submit OBA requests – PRIOR to engaging in the activity…

Always:

 Submit all advertising into Adview

 Submit correspondence ON TIME – creating a trend of late submissions will result in an audit deficiency

 CyberFraud – be mindful of communications with clients


